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ABSTRACT
Quantum computing is a revolutionary field that has changed
the way we think about the theory of computation. Theoret-
ically, these devices can solve certain problems that would
be intractable with the classical computers we use today.
Although physical implementations of quantum computers
have proved to be extremely difficult, researchers have been
making slow but noticeable progress in the last two decades.
Over the years, there have been plans to build large scale
quantum computers that would be able to scale from tens to
thousands, and even millions of qubits. There have also been
a countless number of architecture designs that would com-
bine these physical implementations with implementation-
dependent instruction set architectures. One such design
for a large scale quantum computer is the microwave ion
trap quantum computer. An instruction set architecture
(ISA) for this design does not exist. In this paper I will
propose an ISA for this type of quantum computer. One
that combines the physical implementation of a trapped
ion microwave quantum computer with an ISA designed
by Rigetti Computing. This architecture will contain two
compilers. The first will transform the implementation-
independent ISA to an implementation dependent one. The
second will be an error correcting compiler that will trans-
form an implementation-independent ISA to an implemen-
tation dependent error correcting ISA.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Quantum computers can solve certain problems; such as

factoring and simulation of quantum systems, which can-
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not be solved efficiently on classical computers. Quantum
computers can be generalized into two categories. Near-
term quantum computers, and long term-quantum comput-
ers. Near-term quantum computers are computers that will
be realized in the next 5 to 10 years. They are composed
of tens to hundreds of qubits. Long term quantum com-
puters could potentially be realized in a few decades. They
will contain thousands to millions of qubits. This paper will
address both types of computers.

Researchers at the Department of Physics and Astron-
omy at the University of Sussex have recently published a
blueprint for a large scale trapped ion quantum computer
[5]. This computer can serve as a near-term and long-term
quantum computer because it is modular. The only factor
that depends on whether or not it is a near-term or long-term
computer, is how many individual modules can be added to
the hardware before the quality of the qubits worsen to the
point where the computer cannot execute its instructions
correctly.

This paper will first cover the basics of quantum comput-
ing. It will then transition into discussing previous research
that was performed in this area. This will be followed by a
couple of paragraphs about a new type of architecture for
a microwave ion trapped quantum computer. After talking
about the benefits of the design, the last two sections will
contain a concluding paragraph and a discussion about some
potential directions for future research.

2. PRELIMINARIES

2.1 Quantum Mechanics

2.1.1 Two-level Quantum System
The fundamentals of quantum theory can be illustrated by

the double slit experiment [3]. This experiment is composed
of an electron source, a wall with two slits, and a backdrop.
When an electron is shot at the wall with slits, there is an
interference pattern on the backdrop. This result suggests
that electrons are waves. There is a dilemma. The electron
left the source as a particle, so which slit did it go through?
To answer this question, we place a detector in front of the
slits. This detector detects that the electron goes through
one slit or the other, not both. The electron’s behavior seems
to depend on whether or not its state is observed. When it’s
observed, it behaves like a particle, when not, it behaves
like wave. The act of measuring the electron collapses the
wave function. The double-slit experiment highlights the
wave-particle duality of light. This behavior describes all



quantum systems, such as photons and atoms. It cannot be
explained using classical physics.

The consequences of the double-slit experiment can also
be described as a two-level quantum system. The double-
slit experiment and the two-level quantum systems highlight
that quantum particles can be in a superposition of states.
For example, an atom is composed of two states. A ground
state and an excited state. When the atom is not mea-
sured, it is in a superposition of the ground state and the
excited state. As soon as it is measured, there is a 50 per-
cent chance that the atom will be in a ground state and a 50
percent chance that it will be in an excited state. Quantum
mechanics can be described by probability theory.

2.1.2 Quantum Entanglement
Quantum entanglement is when quantum objects interact

so that the state of each object cannot be described inde-
pendently of the other objects [8]. When a pair of quantum
particles are entangled, it is possible to know the state of
both particles by measuring one of them. For example, if
two electrons are entangled, they can be described as being
in the superposition of states spin up and spin down. If one
electron is measured, then the state of that electron is cor-
related with the state of the other. If the measured electron
is spin up, then the other one is also spin up.

2.1.3 Decoherence
A system maintains its quantum state as long as the envi-

ronment does not disturb it. All quantum systems lose their
quantum states because they can never be perfectly isolated
from their environments. Decoherence is when a quantum
state is disrupted by the environment. When two-level quan-
tum systems decohere, they go from being in a superposition
of states to one state. For example, an electron can be in
a superposition of spin up and spin down states for a short
period of time before decohering to only being in a spin up
or spin down state. The length of time it takes for a particle
to lose its superposition of states is called the decoherence
time.

2.2 Quantum Computing

2.2.1 Quantum bit
A fundamental unit of information for classical computers

is the bit. The fundamental unit for quantum computers is
the quantum bit, or qubit. It can be represented with a
Bloch sphere.
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While a bit can be represented as a vector that occupies
one of two states, a qubit needs to be described as a two-level

quantum system. This means that is can be represented as
a vector on two dimensional complex vector space, like a
Bloch sphere. Computations are performed by rotating the
state vector in the sphere before the qubit decoheres [6].

2.2.2 Quantum gates
Like classical computing, quantum computing has finite

set of universal gates. A set of universal quantum gates can
be used to construct any arbitrary quantum algorithm. The
most common types of universal quantum gates are one-
qubit gates and two-qubit gates. One-qubit gates can be
represented with 2 by 2 matrices. They transform the state
vector of one qubit. 4 by 4 matrices are used to represent two
qubit gates. They are used to entangle 2 qubits with each
other. A set of universal quantum gates can be composed
of Pauli and CNOT gates. They can also be composed of
Hadamard, Phase shift, and CNOT gates [6].

Pauli−X =

[
0 1
1 0

]
Pauli− Y =

[
0 −i
i 0

]

Pauli− Z =

[
1 0
0 −1

]
CNOT =


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0



π/8 =

[
1 0

0 eπ/4i

]
Hadamard =

[
1 1
1 −1

]
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2.2.3 Quantum Algorithms
A quantum algorithm is the application of successive quan-

tum gates to qubits. It can be represented as multiplying the
vector that represents a gate with the vector that represents
a qubit. It can also be expressed as a circuit diagram.

The above circuit diagram is the Bell state algorithm.
This algorithm is an illustration of quantum entanglement.
The Hadamard gate is applied to the first qubit, which trans-
forms the state of the first qubit to a superposition. The
CNOT gate is applied from the first qubit to the second
one. This will perform the NOT operation on the second
qubit if the first one is in an excited state, and do nothing
if the first qubit is in a ground state [6].

2.2.4 Quantum error Corection
Quantum error correction techniques are used when the

quantum algorithms need to be protected from decoherence
and noise; because decoherence and noise destroys the com-
putation. Redundant qubits are used in the physical imple-
mentation of a quantum computer to preserve the state of
the computation for as long as possible [6].

2.2.5 DiVincenzo’s criteria
DiVincenzo’s criteria is a list of specifications created by

David DiVincenzo that a physical system must satisfy to be
considered a universal quantum computer [2].



1. System of qubits

2. Method of initializing the qubits to a ground state

3. Qubits with long decoherence times

4. Implementation of a universal set of quantum gates

5. Method of measuring state of qubits

2.2.6 Computation with Ion-traps
Ion traps can be used to meet DiVincenzo’s criteria. They

are devices that use magnetic and electric fields to trap ions
[8]. Each ion that is trapped represents a qubit. These
qubits are initialized by cooling them to their ground states.
Ions are a great representation for qubits because they have
long decoherence times (from hundreds to thousands of mi-
croseconds) [6].

Universal quantum gates are usually implemented by shin-
ing a global laser on the ions for multiple qubit gates and
focused lasers for single qubit gates. The state of the qubit
is measured by shining a laser on an ion and observing if the
ion emits a photon. If the ion emits a photon, then the ion
is in an excited state. If nothing is emitted, then the ion is
in a ground state. The frequency for the laser that performs
measurements and the one that applies quantum gates is dif-
ferent, because ions need to maintain their quantum state
after the gates are applied.

3. PREVIOUS WORK
Most computer architectures whether classical or quan-

tum, generally follow the same design. The architecture is
composed of an instruction set. This instruction set de-
scribes a language for an abstract machine which could im-
plemented in software or hardware.

3.1 Laser ion trapped architecture

3.1.1 Instruction Set Architecture
Except for some minor differences, most ISAs for quantum

computers are the same. The high level ISA is represented
as the text representation of the quantum gates. An ISA for
a laser trapped ion computer could be the based on the Von
Neumann model [5].

3.1.2 Physical implementation
This computer is composed of several ion traps that are

connected with wires. Computations are performed by ap-
plying lasers on the ions. The wires are used to transport
ions between traps.

3.2 Quil
A hybrid quantum computer is a computer that treats a

quantum computer as a co-processor to a classical computer.
It does not give the quantum computer a job that cannot be
performed efficiently on the classical computer. Near-term
quantum computers will be hybrid. One instruction set for
hybrid quantum computers is Quil. This instruction lan-
guage describes an abstract machine for a hybrid quantum
computer. It is primarily designed for near-term algorithms;
like the variational quantum eigensolver and material simu-
lations [7].

3.3 Microwave ion trap quantum computer

3.3.1 Physical implementation
The trapped ion microwave quantum computer is made

out of individual modules. Each module is a universal quan-
tum computer. It contains a loading zone, gate zone and
readout zone. The loading zone is where ions are initial-
ized. Quantum gates are applied to the ions in the gate
zone. Instead of using lasers to perform the gates like the
laser trapped ion computer, this computer performs gates
using microwave radiation. The readout zone is where a
measurement laser is applied to the ion to read the result of
the computation. Individual modules are attached to each
other to create a large scale quantum computer [5].

3.3.2 Error correction
The trapped ion computer uses surface codes to perform

error correction [5]. The physical qubits are separated into
data qubits, measure-x and measure-z qubits. The measure-
z qubit applies 4 CNOT gates on the data qubit. The
measure-x performs the Hadamard gate before and after the
4 CNOT gates have been applied. It is designed so that if
there is an error in a data bit, it flips the neighboring opera-
tors that will detect the error. The data for these errors will
be transferred to a classical computer, where a classical pro-
gram will correct the results of the quantum computation
based on the error information.

4. NEW ARCHITECTURE

4.1 Quil compiler
I propose a new architecture that will implement the Quil

ISA on the microwave ion trapped quantum computer. A
lot of architectures have been proposed for ion trap quan-
tum computers. This design borrows ideas from Balensiefer,
Kregor-Stickles, and Oskin’s infrastructure; which is com-
posed of a source compiler, an error correction compiler,
a device scheduler, and a simulator [1]. The source com-
piler will generate Quil code. Since Quil code is a low-level
intermediate representation of quantum programs [7], The
Quil compiler will be a back-end compiler. It will contain
3 phases. Program analysis, optimization, and code gen-
eration. The code generator will output an architecture-
dependent ISA. This architecture-dependent ISA will have
a one-to-one correspondence with the machine code that will
be executed on the computer.

4.2 Error correcting compiler
Error correction will not be needed for near-term quan-

tum devices. When quantum computers are composed of
enough qubits, we will be capable of programming them
to perform error corrected computations. This is why the
error correcting compiler is optional. Unlike the Quil com-
piler, the computer programmer can choose to incorporate
the error correction compiler into his/her architecture. The
error correcting compiler will be a source to source com-
piler. It will compile Quil code to error corrected Quil code.
If the computer architect wishes to incorporate the error cor-
rection compiler into his/her architecture, it will be placed
before the Quil compiler. Its input will be the Quil code
that that was written by the programmer or code generated
by a higher level compiler, and it’s output will be the er-
ror corrected version of that program. The error corrected
code will be valid Quil code. This error corrected program
will be the input to the Quil compiler, which will generate



the architecture-dependent ISA. The error correction com-
piler will implement the surface code error correction scheme
that was covered in section 3.3.2.

5. BENEFITS OF THE NEW DESIGN
Quil is a low-level intermediate representation. This means

that it can be treated like the LLVM Intermediate represen-
tation to build reusable compilers [4]. Compiler writers who
choose Quil as a target language do not have to write a back-
end for their compiler. Using Quil as the implementatation-
independant ISA for the microwave computer takes advan-
tage of this reusability.

The modularity of the architecture means that other ar-
chitecture designers can take the parts they like about this
implementation and leave parts they would like to imple-
ment on their own. If they like the error correction compiler,
but their implementation targets a different back-end like a
superconducting quantum computer, they can take the er-
ror correction compiler and implement everything else. They
could also decide to add their backend to the Quil compiler.

6. CONCLUSION
I have proposed a scalable software architecture for a scal-

able quantum computer. After reviewing the available tools,
I have found that they were not sufficient for near-term and
long-term ion trap quantum computers. The Quil ISA is
designed for near-term quantum computers because it com-
piles straight to the implementation of an abstract machine
without first going through an error correction compiler. If
the Quil ISA is compiled to an error correcting ISA, it can
be suitable for long-term quantum computers. The ideas
presented are mainly theoretical, but there is a plan to test
them in future research.

7. FUTURE WORK
The ideas presented in this paper are not complete; specif-

ically, how the Quil and error correction compilers will be
implemented. This paper does not go into the detail about
the algorithms and data structures these compilers will use.
It also doesn’t talk about the design of the architecture-
dependent ISA. Specifications of the compilers and the ar-
chitecture dependent ISA might be presented in future pa-
pers.

The difference between a virtual machine and a simula-
tor is that a virtual machine is an implementation of an
abstract machine, while a simulator is a software implemen-
tation of a specific hardware. An open source simulator for
near-term hybrid quantum computers does not exist. Most
of the open source simulators are not practical for running
near-tem quantum algorithms like the variational quantum
eigensolver. If not incomplete, they are usually for pedagog-
ical or research purposes. A possible direction for the future
would be implementing an open source virtual machine for
near-term devices, and a wide range of programming tools
on top of this virtual machine.

Another possible direction is the implementation of an
open source simulator of the microwave trapped ion quan-
tum computer. This is because there is no way to know how
the sound the ideas presented in this paper are until they
are implemented in software. This simulator will be used
for testing purposes, like how decoherence affects the com-
putation, and how error correcting algorithms mitigate these

effects. It will also test the viability of the microwave quan-
tum computer by testing how well the computer modules
scale with respect to the number of qubits. This simulator
might follow design of the Monte-Carlo simulator [1].
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